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January 14th, 2022 (Friday) 

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting CANCELLED 

Contest: {to be determined} Program:  

February 11th, 2022 (Friday) 

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting 

Contest: Railroad structure Program: Arduinos 

March 11th, 2022 (Friday) 

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting 

Contest: Rolling stock Program: {to be determined} 

April 8th, 2022 (Friday) 

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting 

Contest: “Bent Screwdriver” Program: {to be determined} 

 (Unusual April Fools items) 

May 13th, 2022 (Friday) 

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting 

Contest: Steam Program: {to be determined} 

June 10th, 2022 (Friday) 

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting 

Contest: Diesel Program: {to be determined} 

July 8th, 2022 (Friday) 

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting 

Contest: Photos RR Program: {to be determined} 

August 12th, 2022 (Friday) 

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting 

Contest: Dioramas Program: {to be determined} 

September 9th, 2022 (Friday)  

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting 

Contest: {to be determined} Program: {to be determined} 

October 14th, 2022 (Friday)  

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting 

Contest: {to be determined} Program: {to be determined} 

November 11th, 2022 (Friday)  

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting 

Contest: {to be determined} Program: {to be determined} 

December 9th, 2022 (Friday)  

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting. 

Program: Xmas Party 
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The Milepost, Volume 42, Number 2, February 2022, is published monthly, as an electronic 
document (Adobe PDF file), by, and under the authority of, the Pikes Peak Division (Rocky 

Mountain Region), of the National Model Railroad Association. Our meetings are usually 
held on the second Friday of each month at the Classic Homes Corporate Office, 2138 

Flying Horse Club Drive, Colorado Springs, at 7:00 PM. Please come to one of our 
meetings. We would love to meet you. All scales are welcome. Besides our monthly 

meeting, we have swap meets, train shows, and other model railroads (and railroad) activities. All content in this journal is 

copyrighted to its respective owner unless otherwise noted. Please do not use content from this newsletter in other 
publications, newspapers, magazines, books, websites, etcetera, without explicit case-by-case permission. The editor of 

The Milepost is Mr. David Bristow. He can be contacted at the e-mail address of: dave@bristow-family.org Thank you. 
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Editor’s Thoughts 
The first meeting of the PPD was at best disappointing as it turned out to be a non-meeting and I 
didn’t get to present my talk on Arduino. However, this upcoming meeting I will present. On the 
positive side it was good to see a few of the regulars who braved the frosty conditions and not so 
good road conditions. Mark et al demonstrated that computers are not always the best tool to solve 
problems as he and a few took his paper templates of the division’s modules and devised several 
configurations that could be assembled for the TECO train show. 

 

This year as Joe elaborates on is the Operation Lifesaver 50th anniversary! In addition to the limited-
edition HO GP40, shown in Joe’s article Atlas is also releasing a similar paint scheme for a caboose. 
Per Joe’s advice if you want one you need to order it soon. 

 

The TECO train show was a great success. I went on mission as Mike of the “N”Gineers mentioned 
that one of their members was introducing an Arduino into one of the modules. I spent some time 
chatting with Earl about his Arduino project and asked if he’d write up a brief article so that others 
could see the usefulness of microcontrollers. There were lots of children who appeared in awe of all 
the model railroad paraphernalia, but the greatest attention was paid to those track layouts with 
moving rolling stock. In the photos provided by Jerilee Bennett of The Gazette one can clearly see 

the fascination in the children’s faces. Not to suggest that adults weren’t equally fascinated 😊 

Thanks to Mike we have another railroad recipe, I hope we can continue to see more. This reminded 
me of meals on railways which I’ve enjoyed. Well, if the truth be told I can’t say that all meals I’ve 
had were either memorable or great. In 1969 I had the need to travel to Ottawa from Montreal and 
return the same day on Canadian National. Fortunately for me I was booked with a dining car 
access and as it turned out I always made the 5PM return run. The dining car always served a prime 
rib roast, since I was in Military college more accustomed to cafeteria food the train meal was truly 
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appreciated. Many years later, in 1989 I had the opportunity to travel by Amtrac between Denver and 
Salt Lake City in two segments the first was enjoyable and the scenery awesome as we traversed 
properties along streams that there is no road access. The first segment ended when we 
disembarked in Glenwood Springs where we stayed for a couple of days. The next segment 
departure was delayed from noon until about 5PM. When we boarded, we were handed a “free” box 
of Kentucky Fried chicken, not the best meal I’ve ever had on a train! To add insult to injury the 
locomotive broke down as we entered Utah. I didn’t get to Salt Lake City until 7AM instead of 8PM 
the night before. 

Hope to see you at the division meeting this Friday! 

Conductor’s Corner 

As January was one of the smallest attendees on record (to include Charlotte and myself) I don't 
have much to say except once again thank all last year’s officers for keeping the train rolling - 
except the webmaster (whom we are still looking for). We are still a little caught off guard with the 
passing of J.B. May his train continue running in our memories. I am hoping we can have both a 
layout tour as well as a picnic before Labor Day. 

The initial committee people for the layout tour have been selected. Anyone wanting to chair our 
picnic committee should let me know before the spring thaw! Any member interested in a mid-
month get together should also contact me as several members have already expressed an interest. 
A division railroad trip this year is also looking for a chairperson. Anything within reasonable 
proximity to Colorado Springs will be considered. I am hopeful of numerous contest entries at the 
February meeting. Tony has been working hard on some nice door prizes for this year as I will be 
working hard to increase our member attendance at meetings. I have invited the N-gineers, the 
Pueblo model railroad club and the local railroad historical society to attend our meetings. I will be 
sending e-mails to Elizabeth and Mark to give us reports on their most recent activities. I hope to 
see everyone at our meeting on the 11th. 

Next Meeting on Friday, February 11 
Thanks to Mark, we are having another in-person meeting this month at: 

Classic Homes Corporate Office Address: 2138 Flying Horse Club Drive, Colorado Springs, CO 
80921 

Be sure to check out the Rocky Mountain NMRA Callboard: https://www.rmr-
nmra.org/callboard.htm 

Wade Mountz - Superintendent  

Drawing Prizes Preview 
By Tony Pawlicki 

A new feature this month is a “teaser” preview of some of the prizes that will be available at the 
drawings during intermission at the February and March 2022 Pikes Peak Division meeting. The 
idea is to entice more members to our meetings. 

February Drawing Prizes 
Among the many drawing prizes available at the January 2022 PPD-NMRA meeting were items 
generously donated by a new member who joined us in 2021: 

WP 19532, an HO scale 40-foot Western Pacific sliding door boxcar with the following goodies: 
Cushion coupler pockets; Kadee couplers; sprung trucks; Kadee wheelsets. 

https://www.rmr-nmra.org/callboard.htm
https://www.rmr-nmra.org/callboard.htm
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V&T 901, a Virginia and Truckee ore car with the following goodies: Kadee couplers; sprung trucks; 
Kadee wheelsets. 

 

1974 Convention Car, an ore car with the following goodies: Kadee couplers; sprung trucks; metal 
wheelsets. 
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What’s On Offer At The February Meeting: 
ATSF 40’ M.O.W. flatcar ATSF 1787. Wade Mountz snagged this baby, already assembled, and 
provided with a detailed load and Kadee couplers, as a real steal at the 2021 Pueblo convention. 
Wade and I added some more goodies. 

Features: 

• As purchased: 

• Detailed load 

• Kadee #5 couplers (trimmed trip pins) 

• Added goodies: 

• Weathered trucks 

• Weathered Kadee 33” wheelsets 

• Fine-tuned coupler height (needed after wheelset replacement, due to variable fit of conical axle 
points in conical truck sockets) 

• Cut levers and associated brackets 

• Replaced missing stirrup step 

• NO modern era features (such as AEI transponders, Consolidated Stencils, ACI plates) 
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D&RGW 40’ single-sliding-door boxcar D&RGW 67585. Era-inappropriate (I model modern) Old 
Colony Classic Cars limited run custom painted Athearn “blue box” kit received as Christmas party 
present. (Old Colony seems to have used the same approach as the much better-known Bev Bel 
operation, custom painting undecorated Athearn kits.) A few added goodies were provided: 

• As received: 

• Assembled 

• Underframe and weight painted flat black 

• Kadee #5 couplers (trimmed trip pins) 

• Metal wheelsets 

• Added goodies: 

• Weathered trucks and wheelsets 

• Cut levers and associated brackets 

• Fine-tuned coupler height 

• NO modern era features (such as AEI transponders, Consolidated Stencils, ACI plates, removed 
roofwalk) 

 

Wabash 50’ single-sliding-door boxcar WAB 21785. Era-inappropriate (I model modern) Model Die 
Casting (MDC) “dark blue box” kit received as Christmas party present. A few added goodies were 
provided: 

• As received: 

• Partially assembled 

• Black-painted cast metal floor/underframe with added weight 

• Metal wheelsets 

• Added goodies: 

• Finished assembly 

• Kadee #5 couplers 

• Weathered trucks and wheelsets 

• Cut levers and associated brackets 

• Fine-tuned coupler height 

• NO modern era features (such as AEI transponders, Consolidated Stencils, ACI plates, removed 
roofwalk) 
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January Wavy Rails 
By Joe Costa 

  

Magic Little World  
Last December, the Gazette printed a great article on a new Miniature European Masterpiece layout 
Gordon Prellar is working on. 

https://gazette.com/premium/colorado-mans-masterpiece-of-miniatures-a-magical-little-
world/article_cfd9bf62-4be6-11ec-a50c-f7186f5b04e3.html 

https://gazette.com/premium/colorado-mans-masterpiece-of-miniatures-a-magical-little-world/article_cfd9bf62-4be6-11ec-a50c-f7186f5b04e3.html
https://gazette.com/premium/colorado-mans-masterpiece-of-miniatures-a-magical-little-world/article_cfd9bf62-4be6-11ec-a50c-f7186f5b04e3.html
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We have been very lucky to have Gordon displaying his layout at many TECO shows. 

Also, just like in any other town, the bus is just one piece of this place, along with roads, cars, a train 
system, and hundreds of people going about their day. 

Preller started his miniature masterpiece in 2012, after a trip to the Netherlands to celebrate 
retirement. He had played around with model trains before, like when his wife, Kathy, inherited a 
small collection from a family member. At the time, she asked Preller to set something up for their 
grandkids. 

“So, I did,” he said. “And then they moved away. 

Public Service Announcement from the Great Genius: 

 

This year, Operation Lifesaver is celebrating its 50th year anniversary and an 84% drop in fatalities 
since its founding. 

Real World Commemoration 
Seriously, though, hundreds every year still get killed or injured from avoidable incidents on railroad 
property or at crossings. That great progress has been made we celebrate. We are inspired to 
prevent even more avoidable deaths and injuries. 
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Atlas has an HO GP40 in special color scheme: 

 

Good luck on finding this guy in stock anywhere, though. Pre-orders are being accepted. 

 

Amtrak 203 50th Operation Lifesaver Anniversary Engine 

 
N-scale Custom Beauty on eBay 

  

Last May, Amtrak celebrated its 50th anniversary 
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One-way Railroad Tickets 
The Chicago railroads, back in the day, had a class of passenger that only used one-way tickets and 
never complained about the service who took a journey in special trains. 
https://chicagoandcookcountycemeteries.com/2017/08/22/funeral-trains-serving-the-cemeteries/ 

 

 

 

https://chicagoandcookcountycemeteries.com/2017/08/22/funeral-trains-serving-the-cemeteries/
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One special train passed through Chicago carrying the remains of Abraham Lincoln --- It travelled 
1,654 miles through seven states for burial in his hometown of Springfield, Illinois. 

On the other end of the character scale, when Al Capone died, an empty coffin was loaded onto a 
train and sent as a decoy to Chicago. The real coffin was driven to Chicago. 

 http://www.myalcaponemuseum.com/id100.htm 

Website Oopsie  
As you may know we are going on a cruise to Alaska to ride a couple railroad, the White Pass and 
Yukon and the Alaska Railroad in and out of Denali. 

We came across this picture on the NCL website (besides being a little out of focus). 

What is wrong with it? 

 

Nothing like this has happened since 2014: 

 

http://www.myalcaponemuseum.com/id100.htm
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This might be awkward on a trestle but no switches there. 
TECO Show Update from the Colorado Event Center 

The Division participated in the TECO Show with our modules group. Kristin and I had Operation 
Lifesaver help on Saturday by Steve Jankowski and from Larry Vogt from Arvada.  

Out of all the OL shirts we have, Larry and I ending up wearing identical ones: 

 

Kristin was “volunteered” to work the ticket booth up front. I covered Rudy for a very short time 
giving visitors the tradition greeting of “guns or trains?” There was a gun show next door and not 
everyone noticed the giant TECO train decals on the glass doors. Actually, a few visitors went to 
both shows. 

In fact, we thank all our volunteers. Hours are tracked and their home organizations are rewarded. 

On March 4th, Kristin and I will be riding the steam train from Williams to the Grand Canyon so I just 
had to buy this boxcar (on the right) from Roy: 
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Herbie, on the left, was a real car on the Missouri Pacific (and later the Union Pacific). 

For a short while, Athearn was in the structure business. They made a great resin cast model of the 
Santa Fe station in Marion, Kansas. The Mining Museum at the TECO show had a table with the 
station on it at the TECO show. It cried out to me for rescue: 

 

In celebration of the commemorative event, several cars from our Operation Lifesaver collection 
were on the module layout. A few lucky cabooses got a ride on one of the trains.  

A photographer with the Gazette came by and took some very professional pictures at the Show. A 
videographer from KOAA took a nice video which is also on TECOshow.org in the photo album now. 

Both sets of pictures are on the TECO website. If any of our readers have some photos they would 
like to share, please send them to me. 

 

Notes from The Siding 
By John Emmot 

I reckon the biggest news is that we had and survived another TECO train show. The last weekend in 
January was the test of a new venue for TECO. The CS Event Center was a 32,000 square foot, 
ground level space, with drive in access that we used for the first time. Despite some trepidation 
over attendance in a time of COVID and Sunday afternoon football, there were more than 800 adults 
and a couple hundred kids who ventured out during the two days. They weren’t walk-ins from the 
mall, but folks who came with the intention of going to a train show. TECO had advertising on TV, 
newspaper, highway sign and social media. It must have been reasonably successful. Visitors saw 
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10 display layouts from a Z scale loop to a live steam G scale floor layout. They included three 
layouts and displays from Denver and Estes Park besides the local clubs supporting TECO. The PPD 
had a great 48X36 foot boomerang layout. Many interesting consists ran well on the layout. Good 
work, Mark.  The vendors also covered the gamut of model railroading. It should also be noted that 
the Historical presentations and clinics drew their largest audiences in my memory of shows. We 
did speak with several folks at the show who expressed an interest in our group. Please welcome 
them if they can attend a meeting. The next TECO show will depend on finding a suitable date and 
location to hold it. Stay tuned. 

For those who follow my other activities (I’m not sure there are many/any), the next workday at the 
Calhan depot is the day after the PPD meeting, weather permitting. We intend to remove a sample 
overhang rafter and move some storage items from the depot. We will use the rafter to make a 
pattern for sisters for the rest of the overhang.  There is other work to be done too. We need to do 
some metal work to repair a door latch on the new steel caboose. It needs some big file or grinder 
work with drilling and taping to add a catch. Interested parties are welcome to come see what we 
are doing. The depot is a couple of blocks north of the Woolsey grocery store in Calhan.  

I did stop at the Police Station on Tutt to ask about their meeting room as a more central location 
for our meetings. I was told that the ban on the public for the meeting rooms is city wide and they 
don’t know when it will be lifted. It is good that Classic can accommodate us with a wonderful 
space. 

It seems I am running out of things to discuss, so better to end it. 

Hope to see many folks ‘round the roundhouse. Come to the meeting and talk some trains with 
likeminded folks. 
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TECO Tidbits 
TECO’s big move was a success! YAY!!! 

What a FUN event! The venue was clean, light, and airy. It offered our vendors and exhibitors the 
ability to drive in to off-load their equipment. It allowed us to be socially distant and gave us room to 
bring new and exciting layouts. One layout from Estes Park and two others from Denver. Did I 
mention LIVE STEAM? I would have never thought our little show would have a Live Steam layout, all 
the way from Nebraska! 

The size of the Colorado Springs Event Center gave our vendors room to expand their offerings, 
which our customers appreciated. One customer sized the vendors up by saying this about Jack 
Sousa: “(he) had a great display, good selection of trains and accessories. Good prices on all their 
items. All employees at their booth were very respectful and professional. Looking forward to seeing 
you at the next train show.”  

My observation is that attendees to the TECO model train show were dedicated hobbyists or new 
hobbyists wishing to expand their knowledge or inventory. TECO had attendees that wanted to 
attend our clinics and historical presentations. The numbers we tabulated prove this. 

Though we had some glitches, the most common phrase we used at our after-action meeting was 
that working at the Colorado Springs Event Center gave us “a learning experience.” I have so many 
thank yous to share: 
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• Thank you- Mike Peck, for wrangling our vendors and taking on those last-minute additions and 
requests. For working “in” a clinic to your busy schedule of calling door prizes, announcing clinics, 
presentations, and lost-and-founds. 

• Thank you- John Emmot, for coordinating and communicating with the layouts from near and far and 
putting up with my crazy requests to add more layouts. 

• Thank you- Mel, for the simplicity of your logic. For being available at a moment’s notice to add a 
clinic here and a presentation there. What would we do without you? 

• Thank you- Kristin, for stepping up to be the volunteer coordinator. The box office is an integral part of 
TECO’s operations. 

• Thank you- Colorado Midland Society, Pikes Peak “N” -gineers, and Pikes Peak Division of the NMRA, 
for your volunteers at the box office. 

• Thank you- MG and YMR, you are always steadfast. What might seem frivolous to some, the Seek and 
Find, is a facet of the show that introduces the beauty of this hobby to the uninitiated.  

• Thank you- Wade. The switch puzzle never disappoints. 

• Thank you- Rudi, you did a terrific job telling everyone where to go! 

• Thank you- Amber, for your innovative clinic ideas. 

• Thank you- Joe. Well, somebody must hold onto the checkbook! Who would we have to run to the 
bank for change? 

• Thank you- Charlie and Jennifer, for your energy and youthful perspective on doing business.  

• Finally, thank you to my sweet husband, Michael. You are my checks and balances; you bring me an 
alternate point of view. You help me lug around all the “TECO stuff.” You’re my team. You’re the man 

behind the woman       . 

I’m humbled with gratitude for all the hours of dedication by every one of TECO’s volunteers. They 
bring their all talents and skills to the table, and then some. Yes, to put on a show requires a lot of 
money; without it, we couldn’t “put on” a show. But most importantly, we couldn’t do it without the 
people that make up TECO.  

Here are a few photos taken by Jerilee Bennett who works for The Gazette and has given 
permission to use her work. 
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Elizabeth Maline 
Chairman 
Train Expo Colorado 

 

January 2022 Minutes 
Secretary, John Emmot 

The regular monthly meeting was cancelled by Superintendent, Wade Mountz when the weather 
made travel hazardous. A few members did arrive at the Classic Homes offices at Flying Horse.  

The minutes of the December meeting were not read or approved as published in the Milepost. 

Treasurers Report 
Tony Pawlicki had provided a digital update on activity in the PPD bank account. The statement was 
not read or accepted as submitted. Tony did provide a check that allowed the secretary to order the 
license tag renewal for the PPD trailer. 

New Business 
No business was discussed. Elizabeth shared information about the upcoming TECO show. John 
and Mark discussed the PPD layout for the TECO Show. 

Contest 
There was no contest. 

Program 
There was no program.  

The members dispersed by 7:30. 

“N”GINEERS Superintendent’s Corner 
By Michael Peck 

  
We didn’t get a 2021 group shot in Leadville.                    North bound empty coal train. 

Here we are into February already! The club is now in the 2022 planning phase of what we want to 
accomplish this year. The membership is coming up with ideas for this year’s train ride, additional 
field trips, and some clinics.  
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With the ease of setting up and taking down of the T-TRAK layout, the club is looking for additional 
opportunities of showing off our imagination and skills. The club is taking orders for new T-TRAK 
modules, so you need to expand on your scenes, please order what you require. 

Those of you who run regularly down at the club room have noticed we are starting to have some 
dirty track issue. We will be scheduling a Saturday run session where we just clean track and 
switches and perform any repairs as needed. Just like the real railroads, we must preform 
maintenance. The club has 12 modules in the club room, so if we can have at least 6 people there to 
clean track, each member can clean two modules. Once the track and switches have been cleaned, 
we will add a fine coat of NO-OX to the top of the rails. We will let this sit for at least 48 hours before 
we wipe down the track for running. Be looking for a cleaning date. 

T-TRAK 
The club owns four outside corners and five inside corners as well as the power supply module. The 
power supply module is attached to the power box which supplies all power required on the T-TRAK 
layout. The red line is powered DC and operates off the red/black APP plugs. Yellow line is powered 
DCC and operates off the yellow/black APP plugs. Animation is powered by the white/black APP 
plugs. Programming – display track on the power module is supplied by the green/black APP plugs.  

   

                Initial wiring of the power module.                 Arduino nano and switch setup. 

As wiring is updated and improved, we’ll take additional photos for our records. We hope to have a 
few more T-TRAK clinics this year, mostly on wiring and animation. Some of us have permanent 
scenery on our modules and some of us are working on changeable scenes so modules can be 
used for multiple scenes as required.  

   
Two examples – Bob’s permanent Texas Creek and Mike’s Christmas village, temporary. 
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Like most model railroaders, storage space can be an issue. Mike started off planning a two module 
Christmas village for the Colorado Christmas event. Luckily Mike changed his mind on a permanent 
Christmas Village scene before the glue dried and was able to clean the tabletop. Mike cut 
cardboard to size, added snow. Unfortunately, the cardboard warped making the scenes a little 
bumpy. New idea, Mike is going to use 1/8” Masonite for the scenes. The Masonite will allow Mike 
to create multiple scenes so he can rotate them to fit the occasion. More on this as we proceed. 

When the club first started T-TRAK we had just a simple loop. Ideas of sidings and yards started 
popping up like wildfire. There are now several modules with sidings, a set of modules making up a 
red line yard and a set of modules with a yellow line yard. Our need for T-TRAK trailer is getting 
greater every month.  

Garden City Show 
The club is preparing for our annual trip to Garden City to attend the Boot Hill Train show March 12 
& 13. The proposed plan is to leave the Springs around 8am on Friday March 11. We’ll stop in Rocky 
Ford and have breakfast at Christine’s then head to Garden City. As we get closer to the event, we’ll 
update plans as need. Henry Turner was going to see if he could get us a deal at the Quality Inn, so 
as soon as we receive that information it will get passed around.  

Last year was the first time we ever setup the T-TRAK layout and it has gotten bigger ever since. We 
will also purchase some sales tables. 

Henry has had a rough last few month, in and out of the hospital and recovery, so we are hoping he 
bounces back to good health soon. 

In Memorium 

 
JB Thistlewaite 

The model railroading community lost a great friend to the hobby. JB was the owner of Sidetrack 
Scale Models, mostly Hon3 and On3. JB was the president of Pikemasters Model Railroad Club. JB 
was a permanent fixture at all the TECO shows. He would help with any model railroading project or 
repair no matter the scale. One could sit and talk for hours about railroading and the hobby and his 
faith in God. JB was my friend, and I will miss him. 

 

 

Lighter Rail 
By Kristin Phillips 

It’s cold outside. Last week we had near white out conditions. Yesterday was the first warm day for 
a while. Punxsutawney Phil saw his shadow, and two cats I know want nothing to do with the cold. 
Time to huddle (or cuddle) up inside and enjoy a chuckle or two this month………. 
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If I get a job at a railroad... 
Will they train me? 

A pessimist sees only the tunnel. An optimist sees a light at the end of the tunnel. A realist thinks 
the light is probably inside the tunnel. A train driver sees three idiots standing in the middle of the 
track. 

The thought of one of my friends catching me playing with my train set is so embarrassing. So, I 
covered the set up with bedsheets. Nobody will find out now, my tracks are covered. 

Teacher to Student  
T: "Use the word 'centimeter' in a sentence" 
S: "My grandma was arriving at the train station, so I was centimeter" 

How did the train conductor use the insanity defense when she was accused of murder? 
She claimed she had locomotives. 

  

In a fight between a car and a train, who would win? 
The train, because it’s been training. 

Happy February 
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Computers 

Microcontrollers (MCU) 

By David Bristow 

In the last edition the development or evolution of the computer to the point where today we have 
many types of compute power from main frames to microcontrollers. This article focuses on seven 
MCU board implementations, which share similar characteristics, are easy to use and are 
reasonably priced. The ones chosen are from the following four companies/foundations: 

• Arduino is an open-source electronics platform based on easy-to-use hardware and software. In last 
month the Arduino was featured as a highly popular MCU. There are many Arduino boards ranging in 
price from about $15 to $120. For more information visit the Arduino website. 

• Espressif Systems is a public multinational, fabless semiconductor company established in 2008, 
with offices in China, the Czech Republic, India, Singapore, and Brazil.  They focus on developing 
wireless communication, low-power, Arterial Intelligence of Things (AIoT) solutions and by open-
sourcing their technology and solutions enabling developers to use Espressif's solutions and building 
their own smart-connected devices. For more information visit the Espressif website.  

• The Raspberry Pi Foundation is a UK-based organization, whose goals are like the Arduino's which are 
to put the power of computing and digital making into the hands of people all over the world. While 
they are more widely known for their single board computers that have been harnessed by the JMRI 
community they recently entered the MCU world with their RP2040. For more information visit the 
foundation's website. 

• Texas Instrument (TI) designs, manufactures, tests and sells analog and embedded semiconductors 
in markets that include industrial, automotive, personal electronics, communications equipment and 
enterprise systems. As mentioned in last month's article TI entered the MCU market early on. The Tiva 
C Series microcontrollers provide a broad portfolio of floating point enabled ARM Cortex-M4F MCUs. 
For more information visit the TI website's pages about the Tiva C MCU. 

The following table compares several commercially available MCUs. 

 Pi Pico Arduino 
Nano 

Arduino 
UNO 

Arduino 
RP2040 

ESP8266 ESP32 TM4C1294 

Operating (volts) 3.3 5 5 3.3 3.3 3.3 5 

CPU Cores 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 

bits 32 8 8 32 32 32 32 

Clock (Mhz) 48 16 16 48 80 160 120 

RAM (K) 264 2 2 264 128 520 256 

Prgm Mem (K) 2,000 32 32 16,000 4,000 4,000 1,000 

EEPROM (K)  1 1    6 

I/O (pins) 26 20 14 20 17 25 90 

Analog (pins) 3 6 6 8 1 18 24 

ADC (bits) 12 10 10 12 10 12 12 

PWM (pins) 16 6 6 16 4 25 8 

UART 2 1 1 1 2 3 8 

SPI 2 1 1 1 1 4 4 

I2C 2 1 1 1 1 2 10 

BlueTooth    1  1  

WiFi    1 1 1  

Ethernet       1 

CAN    1  1 2 

Cost ($) 4 21 23 25 3 4 30 

To program any of these boards you will need an Integrated development Environment (IDE). While 
each of the four companies/foundations mentioned above provide their own form of IDE. Arduino 
supports itself, Espressif, and the Raspberry boards, but not the TI board. Another IDE is the 
Microsoft Visual Studio Code, which supports all seven boards in the table above. All the IDEs are 
free and run in Windows, Mac, and Linux. 

The very first step in developing a project is deciding what it is you want to accomplish. In last 
month’s edition there were several websites referenced that might be helpful in deciding the project 

https://www.arduino.cc/
https://www.espressif.com/en
https://www.raspberrypi.org/
https://www.ti.com/microcontrollers-mcus-processors/microcontrollers/arm-based-microcontrollers/overview.html
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to embark on. Additionally, each of the companies/foundations cited above provide first steps 
guidance.  

In the process of deciding what you want to accomplish you need to decide what board you want to 
use and the IDE to use. If you have never programmed or are not terribly comfortable with 
electronics, probably the best option would be to use an Arduino Uno and the Arduino IDE, at least 
for the very first project as there are “shields” available from many vendors. Shields piggyback on 
top of the Uno and provide electronics to do things like motor control. 

Once you’ve decided the project goals, picked a board and the IDE. Download and install the IDE per 
the instructions provided by the IDE maker for your laptop or PC.  

Having acquired your board and other needed components you connect them together as 
appropriate. Hopefully whatever circuit / components you’ve discovered has warning if they will 
draw significant power as the USB connection to your computer is not designed to support much 
other than a few LEDs or lower powered devices. In which case you’ll need an auxiliary power supply 
suitable for the component chosen.  

To program the board’s MCU start up your IDE and either enter the program or sketch as Arduino 
calls it by manually typing in the IDE or simply open a sketch you’ve acquired. Then connect the 
board using a USB cable to your laptop or PC. If all goes according to plan you hit the upload button 
and presto everything should work. 

Well, there are a few things that can go wrong, some more frustrating than others. If there’s a syntax 
or programming error the IDE will happily point that out as it tries to compile your program prior to 
uploading it to your board. Unfortunately, the IDE has no way to determine if your logic is faulty, 
that’s where you will iterate through changing your code, which probably will include adding print 
statements to see what your code is doing, uploading it, and watching the results, then repeating the 
cycle until your program behaves as you want it to. 

If you have a programming background, preferably in C/C++ I would recommend using Microsoft 
Visual Studio Code with the PlatformIO extension and use the ESP32 as it potentially has the 
biggest bang for the buck. One quirk of VSC is it expects functions declared prior to their use, unlike 
the Arduino IDE, which doesn’t care the order so if you acquire a sketch done in the Arduino IDE you 
will have to reorganize any functions that are declared after they are used. 

Good luck! If you need or want assistance in starting or working on a project, feel free to reach out 
to me at dave@bristow-family.org. 

Diner Car Menu Item 
By Mike Maline 

This is the time of year that a good old fashion “comfort food” meal is in order. A good Vegetable 
Soup is not only enjoyed by folks on a cold winter day, but also on The Southern Railway System 
Dining Cars. Recipes on the Southern were not always “cast in stone,” this recipe wanted the chef to 
know: If fresh peas, string beans, or lima beans are on the car, add some to soup.” 

Vegetable Soup 
1 Tbsp. bacon drippings 2 outside stalks celery, sliced 

1 onion, sliced  3 quarts Beef, veal, or chicken stock 

1 carrot, sliced  1 cup diced tomato 

2 cups white turnips, cut, salt and pepper to taste 

and diced into ½ inch cubes ½ Tbsp. chopped parsley 

In the large pot over medium heat, melt bacon drippings. Add vegetables and sauté until heated 
through. Add stock and tomatoes.  Bring to a boil, reduce heat, and slow boil until vegetables are 
done and soup mixture is reduced by one third, about 1 hour. Season to taste, then add chopped 
parsley. Serve with crackers. 

mailto:dave@bristow-family.org
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Before you Begin 
You’ll need: 8-quart saucepan  
Prep time: 90 minutes         Yield: 8 servings 

 



 
 



 

 

We Sell-Buy-Trade Model Trains all Scales 
Be buy collections large & small 

New Address, New Expanded Store 

Chapel Hills Mall 
1710 Briargate Blvd Suite #0487 

Colorado Springs, CO 80920 
2nd Floor above Dick's - Follow the Signs 

Hours of Operation 
Mon-Fri 1-6pm Sat 1-5pm Sun 1-4pm 

 

Visit Roy’s Model Trains website 
http://roysmodeltrains.com/ 

Email: aviationhistory@comcast.net 
Phone: 719-728-0503 Leave a Message 

COME VISIT US SOON!! 
Watch for monthly Swap Meets 

 

http://roysmodeltrains.com/
mailto:aviationhistory@comcast.net?subject=Contact

